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Abstract: Metal oxide surge arresters (ZNO) are used widely in power system to protect equipments from over voltages. Non uniform potential distribution leads to the depressed service life and low safe reliability, so grading ring is applied on HV surge arrester order to uniform the electric field distribution. One of the problems of arresters is leakage current in power frequency that different parameters such as internal structure of varistors, heat sinks, grading ring can be influence on leakage current. In this paper Maxwell and EMTP/ATP software has been applied to calculate the electric field, voltage distribution and leakage current in a high voltage surge arrester. First Maxwell is used to calculate the electric field and voltage distribution of a 230 kV surge arrester with and without grading ring. Then equivalent circuit of surge arrester has been achieved by applying Maxwell software for 230 kV surge arrester and extracting stray capacitances. The derived equivalent circuit has been simulated in EMTP/ATP software for evaluation of leakage current. Also in this work, the effect of grading ring dimensions and number of heat sinks on leakage current variation has been investigated. Results show grading ring dimension and heat sinks number impact on arrester leakage current.
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1 Introduction

Metal oxide surge arresters are widely used as protective device for protection of electrical device against switching and lightning overvoltage. The physical construction of modern light surge arrester consists of metal oxide discs stacked up inside a porcelain or polymer insulator. The function as high impedances at normal operating voltage and becomes low impedances during surge condition. The electrical characteristics are determined by the properties of the metal oxide discs, which would degrade due to the power frequency operating voltage applied continuously. The degradation of the arrester is determined by the potential distribution of arrester [1-3].

Several different types of arresters are available [e.g. gapped silicon carbide (sic), non-gapped metal oxide (MO)]. The arresters installed today are almost MO arrester without gaps. This kind of arrester has been used more and more, due to high energy absorption capability and highly nonlinear V-I characteristic of ZNO discs that allow the arresters project without gaps [1].

Metal oxide surge arresters are continuously stressed at the system voltage, this leads to small leakage current flowing through the arrester elements. This current is in the range several microampere to several tens of microamperes. Under steady state conditions the total leakage current is composed of a large capacitive component and a small resistive component, which lead to consider that the voltage distribution is mainly determined by the arrester capacitances [4].

In MOA, the ZNO discs placed near HV electrode, are highly stressed by excessive electric fields existed in vicinity the HV electrode. In the other words, the electric field distribution is non-uniform along the axis of MOVs that causes to a faster aging of the varistors placed near the HV electrode. The grading ring is a well known means to uniform the voltage distribution along the arresters, so in high voltage surge arresters installed these rings near the HV electrodes for improving voltage distribution but this ring may influence of total leakage current through surge arrester [5-10].
In this paper through applying the Maxwell software, electric field distribution and potential distribution of 230 kV surge arrester (built in pars arrester Co.) with and without grading ring is studied. Such investigation has been done on insulators to study voltage and electrical field distribution [11-12]. In [13] several 230 kV insulator strings with different porcelain and glass units were simulated using 3-D FEM based software, and their electric fields and voltage distributions were calculated and compared together, to investigate the effect of insulator types on these quantities.

Also, in this paper the influence of spacer numbers and grading ring design parameters on voltage distribution are also discussed. The 3-D Maxwell is used to obtain the MOA’s stray capacitances to utilize in the equivalent circuit of the MOA. With the equivalent circuit, the influence of grading ring parameters and spacers numbers on leakage current variation is analyzed.

2 Technical Information of 230 kV ZNO Surge Arrester

Table 1 represents the surge arrester technical information consisting of 36 ZNO discs being divided to 9 equal sections so that one alumina spacer (heat sink) between every part is contrived. Fig. 1 shows the geometry model of 230 kV arrester simulated in Maxwell software for evaluation of voltage and field distribution.

3 Maxwell Voltage and Electric Field Simulation Results

Fig. 2 shows electric field along the surge arrester with and without grading ring respectively. Fig. 3 shows the electrical field along the line touching the shed edge of the 230 kV surge arrester. According to the figures grading ring creates a great improvement in the electric field distribution in surge arrester. In fact installation of grading ring on the upper flange can partially compensate the influence of stray capacitors and modify electric field distribution.

Table 1 Arrester technical information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>198 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous operating voltage</td>
<td>158 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZNO height</td>
<td>44 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZNO diameter</td>
<td>58 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total width of arrester</td>
<td>2205 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal diameter of insulator</td>
<td>140 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. diameter of insulator</td>
<td>343 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitive current</td>
<td>1.1 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistive current</td>
<td>0.1 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figs. 4 and 5 show voltage distribution, voltage drop between every two spacers. It can be observed that potential distribution without grading ring is too non-uniform and maximum voltage drop in ZNO disc near upper flange is 7.05%.
It is also noticeable that the maximum voltage drop reduces to 3.46% when grading ring is used. So the existence of grading rings on the top flange can partially compensate the influence of stray capacitors, improving the voltage distribution and thus reducing the voltage difference. Therefore results show positive effect of grading ring on uniformity of voltage distribution.

4 Effect of Grading Ring Design Parameters on Voltage Distribution

The installation height and structural size parameters are shown in Fig. 6 in which r and D are inner and outer radius of grading ring respectively and h is its relevant height than to the down flange. According to the Pars Switch Co. information for this kind of arrester r, D and h are 32.5, 425 and 1724 mm, respectively. In this section the effect of these parameters on surge arrester voltage distribution is investigated.

Fig. 7 represents outer radius (D) effect on voltage difference between any two adjacent spacers. It is clear that increasing outer radius causes voltage distribution to improve. It should be noted that excessive increasing of outer radius is not economical and it must be chosen within the acceptable range considering construction constraints.

Fig. 8 shows grading ring height (h) effect on voltage distribution between any two spacers. Ring installation height will affect voltage distribution and the lower installation height (down to about 1724 mm) causes more voltage distribution improvement. Fig. 9 represents inner radius (r) effect on voltage difference between any two adjacent spacers. It is clear that increasing inner radius causes voltage distribution to improve. So given the above results, the effects of grading ring parameters on voltage distribution are evident. Therefore in Surge arrester design, the impact of these parameters must be considered. Pars arrester co for this kind of arrester chooses r = 32.5 mm, D = 425 mm and h = 1724 mm, which seems to be a good choice according to the represented results and manufacturing constraints.

5 The Effect of Spacers Location on Voltage Difference

As it is known, the height of surge arrester housing depends to the rated voltage of surge arrester and the environmental pollution conditions. If total height of the discs will be less than the height of housing, metal spacers are employed to constitute the extra height. The number and location of spacers on voltage distribution may be effective, so the influence of these factors on voltage difference would be investigated. Five different locations for spacers are considered.

Case 1. One spacer between every three ZNO blocks (totally 12 spacers) is considered.

Case 2. One spacer between every four ZNO blocks (totally 9 spacers) is considered.

Case 3. One spacer between every five ZNO blocks (totally 8 spacers) is considered.

Case 4. One spacer between every six ZNO blocks (totally 6 spacers) is considered.

Case 5. One spacer between every seven ZNO blocks (totally 6 spacers) is considered.

Table 2 shows spacer numbers affect on surge arrester maximum voltage difference. Because of the influence of Spacers location on stray capacitances, maximum voltage distribution is changed by changing the number of spacers. In comparison with other cases, when one spacer between every four ZNO blocks exists, voltage difference is low.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spacers Number</th>
<th>Maximum Voltage Difference [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>6565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>6492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>13060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>11400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>11100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Studying Surge Arrester Leakage Current

As previously mentioned one of the problems of ZNO surge arresters is leakage current under continuously operating voltage. By considering of V-I characteristic of ZNO block, this current consists of a large capacitive component and a small resistive component. The capacitance of each element can be determined approximately in proportion with the geometry and permittivity of each element. One of the capabilities of Maxwell software is to calculate stray capacitances. So the MOA’s stray capacitances between spacers and flanges, upper flange and down flange, spacers and spacers, flanges and spacers and also ZNO blocks capacitances are extracted. Fig. 10 represents circuit model of surge arrester depicted in EMTP-ATP software. Each ZNO block is modeled with a nonlinear resistance in parallel with an extracted capacitance. Nonlinear resistive characteristic of ZNO block is adopted from IEC 60099 [14]. 36 ZNO discs were divided into 9 sections and between each section there is one spacer. In this software total leakage current, capacitive current and resistive current of the surge arrester with and without grading ring was simulated and studied.

6.1 Studying Surge Arrester Leakage Current without Grading Ring

The purpose of this section is surge arrester leakage current studying via EMTP-ATP circuit model. To validate the accuracy of the circuit model, Fig. 11 shows voltage distribution of circuit model in EMTP-ATP and Maxwell software. It is obvious that voltage distribution of the circuit model (derived via EMTP-ATP software) is the same as voltage distribution in Maxwell software, indicating that proposed circuit model is an accurate and suitable model for surge arrester.

Fig. 12 represents total leakage current, capacitive and resistive components of surge arrester leakage current without grading ring. According to this figure, maximum amplitudes of total leakage current capacitive and resistive components are 1.152, 1.14 and 0.109 mill amperes respectively. This result is similar to pars arrester co information (see Table 1).

6.2 Effect of Grading Ring on Leakage Current of Surge Arrester

The effect of grading ring on leakage current changes in circuit model is investigated. For the sake of investigation of the circuit model accuracy, voltage distribution obtained from EMTP-ATP and Maxwell software is compared in Fig. 13. It is obvious that voltage distribution of the circuit model (EMTP-ATP software) is the same as Maxwell voltage distribution. Fig. 14 represents total leakage current, capacitive and resistive components of surge arrester with grading ring. According to figure maximum amplitudes of total leakage current, capacitive and resistive components are 2.378, 2.376 and 0.04049 mill amperes respectively.
CSij (i=1,2,…,8 j=1,2,…,8): capacitance between the two spacer

CFF: Capacitance between upper and lower flange

CFUSi (i=1, 2… 8): Capacitance between the upper flange and the spacers

CFDSi (i=1, 2… 8): Capacitance between lower flange and the spacers

Fig. 10 Circuit model of surge arrester.

Results show that grading ring due to voltage regulation increases capacitive current. Since the majority of the total leakage current is capacitive current thus total leakage current increased. In presence of grading ring, voltage difference on above ZNO discs close to high voltage electrode is dropped when compared to its value without the existence of grading ring. It is clear from the results that resistive current has reduced. Grading ring causes voltage regulation and reduces voltage drop on ZNO disc (especially above ZNO block). Thereby, according to the nonlinear characteristic of ZNO block, resistive leakage current reduces.

6.3 Effect of Grading Ring Position on Leakage Current

Table 3 shows the influence of outer radius on surge arrester leakage current variation. Results show increasing outer radius not only improves potential distribution but also decreases resistive leakage current and increases total leakage current. The resistive current increase causes varistor temperature to boast and thus leads to degradation or damage of the arrester.

Fig. 11 Voltage distribution of circuit model and Maxwell software.

Fig. 12 Surge arrester leakage current without grading ring (a) Resistive current (b) Capacitive current (c) Total leakage current.

Fig. 13 Voltage distribution of circuit model and Maxwell software.
Fig. 14 Surge arrester leakage current with grading ring (a) Resistive current (b) Capacitive current (c) Total leakage current.

Table 4 represents mounting height affect on surge arrester leakage current. It is obvious that high installation height increases resistive leakage current and decreases total leakage current. So the low installation height is effective, because it can improve voltage distribution and decreases resistive leakage current. Lower leakage current is desirable and causes lower accession of surge arrester temperature.

Table 5 shows the influence of inner radius on surge arrester leakage current variation. Results show that increasing inner radius not only improves potential distribution but also decreases resistive leakage current and also increases total leakage current. High resistive current increases power losses and varistors temperature so it leads to degradation or damage of the arrester. So larger radius is better. Note that increasing radius must be within the acceptable range of engineering.

6.4 The Effect of Spacers Number on Surge Arrester Leakage Current Variation

For investigating spacers influence on surge arrester leakage current five different locations are considered:  
**Case 1.** One spacer between every three ZNO blocks (totally 12 spacers) is considered.  
**Case 2.** One spacer between every four ZNO blocks (totally 9 spacers) is considered.  
**Case 3.** One spacer between every five ZNO blocks (totally 8 spacers) is considered.  
**Case 4.** One spacer between every six ZNO blocks (totally 6 spacers) is considered.  
**Case 5.** One spacer between every seven ZNO blocks (totally 6 spacers) is considered.  

Table 6 shows spacer numbers affect on surge arrester leakage current. Results show that the leakage current changes as the numbers of spacer vary. In comparison with other cases, when one spacer exists between four ZNO blocks, total and resistive leakage currents are low.

7 Conclusion

In this paper the grading ring influence on voltage distribution and electric field in 230 kV surge arrester was studied. Results show significant effect of this ring on potential and field regulation so that grading ring maximum voltage drop changes from 22.4% to 13.7%.

In order to study grading ring effect on leakage current, stray capacitances of the metal oxide arrester applying Maxwell software, which would be used to simulate the equivalent circuit of the metal oxide arrester in EMTP-ATP software, were extracted.

Results show that variation of grading ring design parameters changes total leakage current and its components. The presence of ring increases total leakage current and capacitive component but decreases resistive current. This reduction in resistive amplitude is
due to decreases in voltage drop in ZNO disc near the upper flange. Because lower voltage at ZNO disc causes that this nonlinear disc works in the region with low resistive current.

As it is known, to cool and fill ZNO column space, some spacers between ZNO blocks are used. The numbers of spacers can be effective on the leakage current, so the influence of number and location of spacers on leakage current was investigated. Furthermore, five different locations for spacers were considered. Results are reasonable and good, applying one spacer between every four ZNO block (case 1).
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